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Abstract: The study presents the thickness effect of mesh metal films printed onto glass substrate on the shielding effectiveness (SE) of such
transparent screens. Currently, standards in microelectronic technology use a metal film thickness of between ∼100 nm and few micrometres,
depending on the available deposition and implementation techniques. This study demonstrates that the thickness of mesh metal films is a key
parameter which needs to be adjusted precisely. A theoretical model based on SE, complex impedance and optical transparency has been
developed for this purpose. At microwaves, a relevant selection of the metal thickness values from 0.1 to 2 µm changes the SE at low frequency
(from 36 to 40 dB at 2 GHz, respectively) while maintaining it constantly at a higher frequency (close to 20 dB at 18 GHz). The optical trans-
parency of such mesh screens is kept constant over the entire visible light spectrum (78%). Experimental data are in complete agreement with
the theoretical values.
1 Introduction

Electromagnetic interference (EMI) has become a significant
problem for various electronic applications. In consequence, the
design of robust protection against EMI is nowadays an important
issue, particularly for telecommunication and radar environments.
Such applications on glazing or screens require high optical trans-
parency over the entire visible light spectrum in addition. Thin
film technology offers an appropriate response to these constraints
[1]. Currently, mesh metal film solution is used not only for its
available electromagnetic protection, but also for its high optical
transmission [2]. Both depend on the mesh parameters, namely
the pitch and the metal strip width. Standards in microelectronic
technology use a metal film thickness within a range from
∼100 nm to few micrometres [3], depending on the available depos-
ition and implementation techniques. The aim of the present work is
to demonstrate that the thickness of the mesh metal film is also a key
parameter that is not exclusively dependent on technology require-
ments. Indeed, the mesh metal thickness must be precisely adjusted
when setting up the design of the proposed EMI protection. For
this, a theoretical model based on shielding effectiveness (SE),
complex impedance and optical transparency has been developed
and briefly detailed in the second section of this paper. The
impact of the mesh metal film thickness on the above theoretical
values is investigated. The fabrication process of such mesh metal
films is described in the third section of this paper. Experimental
results are then presented, compared and discussed. Finally, the
conclusion is drawn.
2 Theoretical model and numerical values

Use of metal meshes as electromagnetic filters has been initially
proposed by Ulrich in 1967 [4]. Afterwards, several works have
been published improving the existing model [3, 5]. The theoretical
model developed here is based on the well known transmission
line approach taking into account the complex impedances Zc of
the mesh metal structure, Zs of the substrate and Z0 of the air, as
detailed in [6]. The metal impedance Zc is computed from (1)
derived in [6], depending on the thickness tf of the mesh metal
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where σf is the conductivity of the metal, δf is the skin depth
at the operating frequency, g is the mesh pitch, 2a is the metal
strip width of the mesh, λ0 is the wavelength at the operating fre-
quency, R is the resistance and X is the reactance of the mesh
structure.

SE is computed from the modulus of the total transmission scat-
tering parameter ST21 in (2) between two transmission lines separated
by the mesh metal film/substrate interface, as follows:

SE = 20× log10 ST21
∣∣ ∣∣( )

(2)

The cross-sectional and top views of the square mesh structure
printed onto glass substrate are depicted in Fig. 1. Optical trans-
parency (TO) of such samples is deduced from the ratio between
the non-metallised area and the total area, as specified in (3).
It is worth noting that TO is independent of the mesh metal thick-
ness tf

TO = g − 2a
( )2

g
( )2 × 1− R1

( )2
(3)

where R1 is the light reflection coefficient of the bare glass surface.
Glass absorbance is neglected here.

A silver mesh (σf = 6.1 × 10
7 S/m; 2a= 30 μm; g= 347 μm) has

been designed on lossless glass substrate (ts = 0.7 mm; R1 = 0.04;
ɛr = 5). Values of the parameters (2a; g) have been specifically
selected here because (i) they provide a theoretical optical trans-
parency of the mesh screen close to 80% (Table 1) and (ii) they
are easy to achieve using standard microelectronic technology
(as described in the following section). The computed optical
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Fig. 2 Theoretical SE of the mesh silver films (2a= 30 μm, g= 347 μm)
according to different metal thicknesses tf
transparency value includes the Fresnel loss of the glass substrate
[4% for each side, R1 in (3)]. Therefore, the transparency of the
bare glass substrate is equal to 92%. Four different mesh thick-
nesses have been set here: 0.1, 0.2, 0.5 and 2 μm. The computed
sheet resistance Rs is equal to the real part R of Zc in DC
mode [see (1)]. As expected, Rs values depend on the mesh
metal thickness tf (Table 1). On the one hand, at high frequency
(18 GHz), SE is equal to 20 dB regardless of the thickness of the
mesh silver films (Fig. 2). On the other hand, at low frequency
(below 6 GHz), SE depends on the silver film thickness.
At 2 GHz, SE is the same (40 dB) for the 2 and 0.5 µm thick
mesh silver films. For the 0.2 μm thick mesh film, SE is minimally
weaker (39 dB). Moreover, for the thinnest mesh film
(0.1 µm thick), a significant reduction of SE is highlighted
(36 dB, Fig. 2).

The shape of SE curves (Fig. 2) depends on the relative variation
of the resistance R and the reactance X of the mesh metal structure
impedance Zc in (1). R-value depends on the metal thickness and is
independent of the mesh pattern (2a; g) by contrast with X which
depends on the mesh pattern (2a; g) and is independent of the
metal thickness. At high frequency, SE is monitored by reactance
X (X≫R). As an identical mesh pattern is used in the present
work, the four curves overlap perfectly. At low frequency, SE is
monitored by resistance R and reactance X, which exhibit both
the same order of magnitude (with X≥R). As R-value depends
on the metal thickness, the greater the thickness tf is, the better
the SE will be, up to the limit of tf ≃ δf (δf = 1.4 µm at 2 GHz).
Beyond that limit, the metal thickness is no longer contributing to
SE of such mesh screens.
Fig. 1 Mesh metal film (thickness tf) printed onto glass substrate
(thickness ts)
a Cross-sectional view
b Top view with metal strip width 2a and pitch g of the mesh structure
c Picture of a mesh silver/titanium film (tf = 2 µm) placed above the
Institute logo
d Detail of a mesh silver/titanium film (tf = 2 µm) with 2a= 30 µm and
g= 347 µm (optical microscopy picture)

Table 1 Comparison of the theoretical and measured values of optical
transparency TO (at λ0 = 550 nm) and sheet resistance Rs of the mesh silver
films according to different metal thicknesses tf

thickness tf, µm 0.1 0.2 0.5 2
theoretical TO,% 78.1 78.1 78.1 78.1
measured TO,% 77.9 76.9 76.9 78.0
theoretical Rs, Ω/sq 2.15 1.00 0.43 0.13
measured Rs, Ω/sq 3.15 1.22 0.48 0.12
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3 Experiments and measured values

Silver films (tf thick) and a titanium film (5 nm thick) are both depos-
ited on soda-lime float glass substrates (50 mm×50 mm×0.7 mm)
by radio-frequency (RF) magnetron sputtering technique at room
temperature. Titanium underlayer is used here only to ensure the
strong adhesion of the silver overlayer onto the glass substrate. An
RF power density of 2.5 W/cm2 is used on each working target;
argon working pressure is 1.45 Pa and deposition time is adjusted
in accordance with the metal thickness as targeted. The sputtering
rate has been calibrated for each target (silver: 146 nm/min and
titanium: 20 nm/min). Subsequently, a standard photolithographic
wet etching process is used to fabricate the mesh silver pattern.
First, the samples are spin coated with a photosensitive resin.
Then, they are exposed to ultraviolet (UV) light through a photomask
with the appropriate pattern. Once the exposed photoresist is devel-
oped, the silver and titanium films are successively engraved in suit-
able chemical solutions. Stripping of the photoresist leaves a periodic
array of square apertures in the metal coatings (Figs. 1c and d).

Optical transparency TO of each sample is recorded at
normal incidence by a UV–visible spectrophotometer in the spectral
range from 200 to 1100 nm including the Fresnel loss of the glass
substrate. Sheet resistance Rs is provided by a standard four-probe
setup. The thin film thickness is checked by stylus profilometry.
SE of such samples is measured with a Faraday cage placed
inside a reverberation chamber according to the nested reverber-
ation chamber procedure, as detailed in [6]. It is worth noting that
the SE of a mesh sample with a constant metal thickness (1 µm
thick) has already been measured in [6]. Nonetheless, the impact
of such metal thickness on the SE response was not investigated
as a solution to maintain an identical SE in the upper part of the
frequency band while controlling its level in the lower part of the
frequency band.

Measured optical transparencies match the predicted one (Fig. 3
and Table 1). Although the same photomask has been used for the
fabrication of the four samples, the slight variation in the measured
optical transparencies is due to the over-etching during the wet
etching step. Measured sheet resistances are also in good agreement
with the numerical ones (Table 1). However, departure from theory
is observable for the two thinner samples. In the case of ultrathin
metal films (tf≃ 0.2 µm and lower), the specular electron scattering
on air/film and film/substrate interfaces restrict the mean free path of
conduction electrons. This decreases the experimental conductivity
σf and explains the relative increase of the measured sheet resistance
values.
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Fig. 4 Measured SE of the mesh silver films (2a= 30 μm, g= 347 μm)
according to different silver thicknesses tf. Theoretical SE of the 2 µm
thick mesh silver film is also plotted for comparison

Fig. 3 Theoretical and measured optical transparencies of the mesh silver
films (2a= 30 μm, g= 347 μm) according to different silver thicknesses tf.
Spectrum of the bare glass substrate is also plotted for comparison
As predicted by the model, measured SE (Fig. 4) at 18 GHz is
identical (SE = 18.5 dB) regardless of the metal thickness tf and
agrees with the numerical value (SE = 20 dB). At low frequency,
SE remains also the same for the two samples with tf = 0.5 and
2 µm (SE= 36 dB at 2 GHz). Sample with tf = 0.2 μm exhibits
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SE= 35 dB at 2 GHz. Moreover, the thinnest sample (tf = 0.1 μm)
presents a significant reduction in its SE (SE= 31 dB at 2 GHz)
in accordance with the theoretical model. An SE difference of
5 dB is, therefore, measured between the thickest and thinnest
samples, in agreement with theory (ΔSE= 4 dB). It should be
noted the presence of amplitude oscillations in Fig. 4 close to 6,
9 and 12 GHz due to the finite size effect of samples, supposed
to be an infinite 2D ones within the theoretical model.

4 Conclusion

On the basis of a transmission line model, this paper demonstrates
numerically and experimentally that SE of mesh metal films can be
adjusted at low frequency by simply selecting the suitable metal
thickness. At the same time, optical transparency and SE at a
high frequency of such samples are retained. Deposition of the suit-
able metal thickness makes substantial savings in terms of time and
materials, especially when the metal used is semi-precious such as
silver. This also allows the use of a single photomask for various
available SE of mesh screens at low frequency.
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